Introduction
Knowledge about the performance and durability of CSP components is crucial for purchase decisions in solar power plant projects. Various laboratories, like the DLR QUARZ ® Center, offer independent measurements. Due to the current lack of international standards the variety of test reports complicates the assessment of components for CSP projects. The label aims to alleviate this situation with a standardized classification of the underlying conditions of QUARZ ® and OPAC test reports.
Methodology
Goal of the label is to support the end customer of CSP components in assessing the product quality based on the test report. This is achieved by classifying the test reports regarding two dimensions: The scope level characterizes the completeness of the testing scope. It provides a comparison of performed vs. possible tests. The significance category characterizes the amount of tested samples and the sampling conditions. The final evaluation of the test results remains task of the end customers as only they can take into account the individual service conditions and economic conditions. E.g. a receiver with average performance might be a good choice at low price. The label provides transparency about the quality of the basis of valuation for the QUARZ ® test report.
Although in the detailed test report
Significance categories describe, how representative the test is regarding the final product quality − Cat A: independent sampling from serial production − Cat B: report published − Cat C: independent sampling from larger quantity according to Solar Keymark or better − Cat D: recommended quantity of samples achieved − Cat E: recommended quantity of samples not achieved For illustration, scope levels for parabolic trough receivers and reflectors are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 in their version for 2017.
Summary
The label supports the end customer of CSP components in assessing the product quality based on the detailed test report. It provides a classification of the quality and relevance of the underlying tests which have been performed in the test assignment regarding a) their significance in terms of sampling conditions b) and the completeness of the characterization. specific test results may be classified or even be subject to pass-fail criteria, the aim of the label is not to state a pass/fail judgment result regarding the quality of the tested product but to classify the quality and relevance of the test itself. 
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